central role in CVD prevention. Thus, several risk algorithms (risk charts) have been developed in the attempt to identify subjects at high risk who might benefit from more aggressive interventions. 2 -4 Risk charts, however, are largely underutilized in clinical practice, mainly because of local health policies, low patient compliance, caregivers lack of time, or therapeutic inertia. 5, 6 The addition of novel risk markers to risk charts and/or the use of cardiovascular (CV) imaging to detect individual subclinical atherosclerosis have been proposed to improve risk assessment.
In this review, we discuss current CVD risk scores and the role of novel risk markers as well as CV imaging to stratify risk in clinical practice.
Current CVD risk scores
The main currently used risk charts estimate the absolute risk of CV events over 10 years 2 -4,7 ( Table 1) . According to the scientific guidelines, risk charts should be used in healthy people to guide prevention strategies. 8 -11 All patients with CVD or asymptomatic subjects with overt atherosclerosis, those with type-1 (T1) or type-2 (T2) diabetes mellitus (DM) with one or more RF and/or subclinical organ damage (SOD), severe chronic kidney disease (CKD) (glomerular filtration rate, GFR , 30 mL/min/1.73 m 2 ), as well as asymptomatic subjects with an estimated 10-year calculated SCORE risk ≥10 should be considered at very high CV risk. 8, 10 Subjects with markedly elevated single RFs, T2DM, or T1DM without adjunctive RFs or SOD, moderate CKD (GFR 30-59 mL/min/1.73 m 2 ), or SCORE between ≥5% and ,10% as well as those with an estimated 10-year FRS risk ≥20% 4, 11 are considered at high CV risk.
People are considered at moderate risk when their calculated SCORE is ≥1% and ,5% or the . estimated 10-year FRS is between 10 and 20%. Subjects at high and at very high CV risk 4, 8, 10, 11 are recommended for immediate interventions. Asymptomatic people with intermediate risk are recommended to undergo non-invasive testing for further risk stratification, whereas lower-risk subjects are only recommended for lifestyle modification.
Methods to assess risk prediction equations
The performance of a prediction model can be assessed by a variety of measures. The more commonly used are discrimination, calibration, and reclassification. Discrimination A good prediction model should discriminate between patients with the outcome from those without the outcome (up to a certain point in time) (discrimination). 12 Discrimination is commonly expressed by a measure of concordance, the C-statistics, representing how the score discriminates between cases (people who will have the event) from controls (people who will not have it). The C-statistics ranges from 0.5 (random chance, no better than flipping a coin) to 1.0 (absolute discrimination between cases and controls). For binary outcomes, C is identical to the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC). 12 When the C-statistics is ,0.70, discrimination is considered inadequate, between 0.70 and 0.80 acceptable, and .0.90 excellent. For most of the risk estimate systems, the combination of multiple RF provides an increase in the magnitude of the Cstatistics (generally from 0.75 to 0.80) that cannot be reached by single RF even when strongly associated with the disease.
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Calibration Risk calibration is the ability of a model to predict the absolute level of risk subsequently observed (of 10% over 10 years). 2, 3, 12 In other words, when a risk prediction model is well calibrated, the risk estimate provided for a certain subgroup of individuals (for example 10%) will be close to the observed event rate in that subgroup. 3 Calibration is usually assessed by using the calibration plots. The 'calibration-in-the-large' which indicates whether predictions are systematically too low or too high, 12 and a calibration slope, the regression slope of linear predictor, are also used as measures of calibration.
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Risk models calibration may vary with time and place. 2 A wellcalibrated model for a region could overestimate or underestimate CVD risk in another one. Similarly, differences in the rates of CVD over time can make the score systems outdated. Ideally, risk functions should be continuously updated but the feasibility of risk recalibration depends upon the availability of local mortality data and upon risk factors distribution in a given population at a given time.
The performance of a risk function can be assessed in the same data set (internal validation) or in an external database (external validation). For example, the FRS showed a good discrimination (C-statistics: 0.66-0.88) when compared with both internal and external databases. 2, 14 Good results have also been reported for the SCORE, 15 the QRISK 16 and the PROCAM algorithms (Table 1) .
Finally, it is noteworthy that any prediction model will always show a certain discrepancy between calibration and discrimination. In other words, a system with both perfect calibration and discrimination does not exist. Re-classification Re-classification assesses the value of adding new risk factors or risk markers into existing risk charts in order to improve risk prediction. 2, 3, 12 Current clinical thresholds for CV risk prediction define risk level as low, intermediate, high or very high risk. 8 Hence, re-classification can be appropriate (when moving individuals who will develop future CV events into higher estimated-risk levels) or can be not appropriate.
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Various methods have been proposed to assess re-classification. Among these, a meaningful 'net reclassification improvement (NRI)' prosed by Pencina et al. 17 assumes that the performance of the re-classification model is acceptable if at least 10% of people are more appropriately reclassified with the new method compared with the old one.
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Limits of current CVD risk scores
Although risk charts are 'aimed' to individualize risk, they have some of well-acknowledged limitations. Actually most subjects with ≥1 RF will never develop coronary heart disease (CHD).Thus, it cannot be excluded that risk charts might overestimate risk resulting in the overtreatment of people that will never develop CV events. 2, 3 On the other hand, most CV events will develop in people at low risk, simply because they are more than those at high risk (as learned from the Rose paradox). As a consequence, people with low risk estimate but underlying subclinical atherosclerosis could be undertreated. Second, risk charts performance is affected by the reference population, by changes of CVD incidence over time and in different geographic areas. 14 -17 Third, risk charts do not take into account the time of risk exposure that is associated with the development of atherosclerosis, with the single exception of the scoring system of the European Society of Hypertension (ESH). 18 Moreover, risk estimate is less accurate in particular subgroups like diabetics, women, young people, and the elderly. 8 Ethnicity or socio-economic strata issues might also affect their performance.
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Risk charts do not take into account neither the metabolic changes that precede diabetes conferring adjunctive risk (fasting hyperglycaemia, glucose intolerance, the metabolic syndrome) nor the time of the exposure to the disease. Hence, observed risk in diabetes might be higher than charts based risk. 8, 11 Furthermore, women show a lower CVD risk than men at any given age because in the SCORE system, women risk is deferred of 10 years compared with men risk. 8 This might be misleading since CV mortality in women has increased in the last years. Young people risk is often underestimated by risk charts. The ESC guidelines recommend using the relative risk charts (i.e. to calculate what the subject risk would be if he/she were 60 years old with the same RF) in males ,45 years and in women ,65 years. It has also been suggested to lower treatment thresholds for younger adults (e.g. treat those ,50 years of age with a calculated SCORE ,5%). Table 2 ).
Novel risk markers of CV risk as prognostic tools
Non-traditional risk markers of CV risk are often inflammatory or thrombotic biomarkers measurable in plasma or in serum ( Table 3 ). The clinical value of a novel marker should be assessed taking into account its effects on patient management, especially its capacity to reclassify patients at intermediate risk. 22, 23 High sensitivity (hs)-C-reactive protein has long been considered the best candidate for screening. An elevated hs-C-reactive protein level is a strong and independent predictor of future vascular events 24 carrying additive prediction value over TRF.
However, criticism has been raised 25 -28 : data from the analysis of 20 536 patients of the Heart Protection Study (HPS) did not support the role of hs-C-reactive protein. 26 Furthermore, the ARIC study did not show incremental prognostic prediction with the addition of hs-C-reactive protein to the FRS. 27 On the other hand, in the meta-analysis from the Emerging Risk Factors Collaboration 29 (160.309 people without history of CVD from 54 prospective studies) hs-C-reactive protein was associated with increased risk of CHD, stroke, CV, and death. However, its role depends considerably on conventional RFs and other markers of inflammation (e.g. interleukin 6, fibrinogen) or markers of ruptureprone plaque (e.g. Lp PLA2). As a result of those still inconclusive evidences, its use into routine practice is not recommended 8 except by the ACCF/ACC guidelines 11 in selected people ( Table 2) . Lipoprotein (a) [Lp(a)] is a plasma lipoprotein constituted of an LDL particle with one molecule of apolipoprotein B100 and one of apolipoprotein(a) whose levels are associated with an increased risk of CVD. 30 Both pro-thrombotic effects (structural homology with plasminogen without fibrinolytic activity) and an accelerated atherogenesis due to increased deposition of Lp(a) cholesterol in the vessels intima, have been proposed as causal mechanisms. Recently, the European Atherosclerosis Society Consensus Panel 31 stated that Lp(a) should be measured once in subjects who present with premature CVD, familial hypercholesterolaemia, family history of premature CVD, recurrent CVD despite statin treatment, or a 10-year risk of fatal CVD ≥3% using SCORE chart, or a 10-year risk ≥10% according to the FRS. Lipoprotein-associated phospholipase A2 (Lp-PLA2) is a pro-atherogenic enzyme that hydrolyses oxidized phospholipids in LDL generating oxidized fatty free acids and other inflammatory mediators. In a meta-analysis of 14 studies, Lp-PLA2 resulted in an increased CV risk (OR ¼ 1.60; 95% CI: 1.36-1.89) 32 that was additive to TRF and independent from CRP levels. In an analysis of 32 prospective studies 33 (79.036 participants), Lp-PLA2 was positively correlated with non-HDL cholesterol and Apolipoprotein B and inversely correlated with HDL cholesterol. Lp-PLA2 showed a strong association with both major CV outcomes but this effect is at least in part mediated by lipids and apolipoproteins. However, it has been suggested that it may be assessed in patients with recurrent CV events, 8 though the strength of the recommendation is not high ( Table 2 ).
The apoB/apo A-1 ratio showed to carry predictive value in the assessment of CVD risk. 34 However, it is considered a second line marker for CVD risk estimation both for the high cost and for the lack of definitive evidence on the effect of its detection in the general population. 8 Since the predictive power of single RF is low, lacking of sufficient sensitivity and specificity, 12, 13 multimarker scores obtained by adding novel risk markers to TRF, have been proposed 8, 11, 22, 23, 28, 35, 36 (Table 4 ) and their NRI above TRF models often assessed ( Table 5) . In a recent population-based study 37 conducted on an elderly cohort (mean age 69.1 years) among 12 CHD risk old and new markers, including NT-pro BNP, von Willebrand factor antigen levels, fibrinogen levels, chronic kidney disease, leukocyte count, CRP levels, homocysteine levels, uric acid levels, carotid intima -media thickness (CIMT), peripheral vascular disease, pulse wave velocity (PWV), and coronary artery calcium score (CACS), improvements in FRS predictions were significantly higher with CACS yielding to an increase in C-statistics and in NRI (39. In summary, (i) risk charts must be used in asymptomatic eventfree middle-aged people to identify subjects at moderate or high CV risk; (ii) subjects at very high risk or high risk for the presence of diabetes, renal failure, or markedly elevated single risk factors should not have risk estimate by charts; (iii) novel risk markers do not add predictive power to risk charts neither when used alone nor in multi-marker models; (iv) simple, low-cost renal markers of SOD (MAU and GFR) can reclassify subjects with moderate SCORE risk. However, large-scale studies on well-selected population are needed. 
The role of imaging in detecting subclinical atherosclerosis
Imaging is considered superior to risk estimation of risk charts since: (i) direct detection of atherosclerosis is better than identifying only RFs exposure; (ii) reclassification of low-risk subjects into higher strata may guide therapy; (iii) the identification of high-risk subjects might improve adherence to risk-modifying therapy. 38 From a pathophysiological point of view, atherosclerosis per se is not comparable with an RF (that may or may not induce the atherosclerotic process): the finding of atherosclerosis means simply that atherosclerosis is present. Since most of CV deaths in a community come from those at lower risk (50% of Framingham individuals experiencing acute MI had normal cholesterol levels according to guidelines), preclinical examinations might definitely improve risk assessment at least in middle aged individuals. Cardiovascular risk algorithms leave open important 'black boxes' in respect of causative aspects of pathogenesis (the individual genotype) that are indirectly covered by the morphologic substrate (the phenotype) of the atherosclerotic finding. 38 In the majority of patients with acute MI, the event is due to the rupture of clinically silent flat plaques (which do not induce ischaemic symptoms). Thus to identify the atherosclerotic progression at a pre-clinical stage anywhere in the vascular tree has gained relevance ( Table 6 ).
Ultrasonography B-mode ultrasonography of carotid arteries
Carotid intima-media thickness is a non-invasive, unexpensive, radiation-free technique with well-established evidence as an indicator of CV risk. Both atherosclerosis (reflected more by the CIMT value at the bifurcations) and vascular hypertrophy (reflected more by the common carotid CIMT) confer an additional prognostic value to that of high BP levels in hypertensive subjects. 18 Risk reclassification through CIMT or carotid plaque into the FRS was investigated in the ARIC study 39 : adding both CIMT and plaque to TRF in a sample of 13 145 subjects (45 -64 years) improved the AUROC significantly both in men and women, resulting in a reclassification of about 23% of the subjects. Particularly, among subjects at intermediate-high risk (10-20% estimated 10-year CHD risk), 340 (13.5%) were reclassified to the high-risk category. Overall, CIMT plus plaque model when compared with the TRF-only model was associated with an NRI of 9.9% suggesting effective reclassification. These results are similar to those of a recent analysis conducted on 2965 patients enrolled in the Framingham Offspring Study cohort followed for 7.2 years reporting a significant increase in the net reclassification index after addition of CIMT (7.6%, P , 0.001). 40 The Carotid Atherosclerosis Progression Study (CAPS), 41 however, did not confirm the previous findings. Although CIMT was significantly and independently predictive of CVD, adding CIMT to the FRS reclassified only 357 subjects (8.1%) with an NRI of 21.41% (P ¼ NS). Carotid intima-media thickness determined more subjects moving from the intermediate risk category towards lower risk than towards higher risk categories. Meta-analyses have also shown contrasting results. In one analysis comprising eight studies (37 197 subjects), the age-and sex-adjusted estimates of the relative risk of MI and stroke per 0.10 mm common CIMT difference were, respectively, 1.15 (95% CI, 1.12-1.17) and 1.18 (95% CI, 1.16-1.21). 42 On the contrary, another meta-analysis of 41 randomized trials (18 307 participants) demonstrated that despite significant reduction in CVD and all-cause death induced by active treatments, there was no significant relationship between CIMT regression, CV events, and all-cause mortality. 43 Accordingly with the CAPS, 41 a recent meta-analysis by Den Ruijter et al. 44 shows that measurement of the CIMT has no clinical value for the total asymptomatic population, and only a limited value in those at intermediate risk.
However, the recent meta-analysis by Peters et al. 45 evaluated the incremental predictive value of different imaging techniques as flow-mediated vasodilation (FMD), CIMT, carotid plaques and/or CACS in 25 studies. Both CIMT and carotid plaque, as well as CACS, showed additional value for screening in asymptomatic subjects at intermediate risk, improving the C-statistic (from 0.00 to 0.03 for CIMT and from 0.01 to 0.05 for carotid plaque) and the NRI (from 21.4 to 12% for CIMT, and from 8 to 11% for carotid plaques). The reliability of CIMT in single-patient risk assessment is still controversial mostly for the high variability and relatively low intra-individual reproducibility 8, 11, 18, 46 (Tables 6 and 2 ). These limitations can be overcome nowadays by using the newer radiofrequency systems (Figure 1) . Vascular age (i.e. the age at which a given CIMT value would be normal or the age at which the patient's CIMT value would be at the 50th percentile for his/her sex and race) 47 'vascular age'. Thus CIMT should be evaluated within sex-and age-referenced normograms ( Figure 2) . However, carotid ultrasound can give information besides CIMT: the presence of carotid plaques conferred a two-fold increase of risk of future CV adverse events (HR ¼ 2.3) in a population sample free of overt CV disease. 18 The characteristics of carotid plaques are associated to future cerebrovascular ischaemic events as well. Echolucent structures are suggestive for the presence of haemorrhage, thrombi, and lipids within the plaque as well as intraplaque neovascularization 48 is associated with a higher risk of stroke.
Echo-Doppler of peripheral vessels and the aorta Asymptomatic peripheral vascular disease (PVD) detected by a positive ankle-brachial index (ABI) has been found to be associated with an incidence of CVD in men of about 20% at 10 years. 49, 50 Ankle-brachial index measurement is simple, unexpensive, and accurate, (sensitivity: 97%, specificity: 100%) compared with angiography. 48 Since ABI is strongly related to the development of angina, MI, congestive heart failure, coronary artery bypass surgery, stroke, and carotid surgery, the ACC/AHA and ESC prevention guidelines recommend measurement of ABI for CV risk assessment in asymptomatic adults with intermediate risk ( Table 2) . Echo-Doppler examination of the abdominal aorta can help to detect abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) that implies preventing its often fatal potential rupture. A Cochrane review reported that AAA screening can lead to a significant decrease in AAA-related mortality. 51 Thus, one-time AAA screening has been recommended in men aged 65-75 years who ever smoked by the American College of Preventive Medicine, 52 in men aged 60 years whose sibling or offspring had an AAA by the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association, 11 in all men aged 60 -85 years and women aged 60-95 years with CV RF, or in all individuals aged 50 years with a family history of AAA by the Surgeon Vascular Society and the Society for Vascular Medicine and Biology. 52 Both the ESC and the ESH did not give specific indications about this issue (Tables 6 and 2 ). Although ruptured AAA is usually not considered as an endpoint in most risk assessment tools and it is generally not used for decision-making on primary prevention by pharmacological and lifestyle therapies, the detection of AAA by USA has been demonstrated to be costeffective in selected populations. 
Conventional (2D/M-Mode) echocardiography
The presence of calcium deposits at the aortic valve and/or the mitral apparatus (annulus, leaflets, papillary muscles) or a relevant thickening of ascending aorta walls, as detected by conventional transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) (Figure 3 ), is associated with higher CV morbidity and mortality rates in several prospective studies. 54, 55 Other surrogate indexes of atherosclerotic burden, even if not specific are markers of SOD like LV hypertrophy (LVH) or LV concentric remodelling (CR) detected by 2D/M-Mode TTE 18, 21 ( Table 2) . Detection of cardiac (or vascular) damage allows reclassifying a large quote of intermediate-risk individuals within the highrisk group (Table 2) . Technical limitations in detecting regression of LVH have been pointed out 56 : the probability that a true LV mass variation occurs is .90% if the change of the initial value (obtained in skilled laboratories) is at least .20%. Hence the ACCF/AHA guidelines recommendation is weak 11 ( Table 6 ).
Computed tomography
Coronary artery calcium score Coronary artery calcium ( Figure 4) has been proposed as a marker of incident CHD 37 ( Table 5 ). The knowledge of the pre-test probability of CAD in candidates to CAC evaluation is critical. 57, 58 Both in a cohort of 25 253 consecutive asymptomatic individuals, 59 and in a systematic review of 13 studies for a total of 64 873 asymptomatic patients, 60 the presence of CAC provided independent incremental information in addition to TRF to predict all-cause mortality, whereas its absence identified a group of asymptomatic subjects at very low CV risk, excluding the need for aggressive therapy or further diagnostic tests. In a recent meta-analysis 45 on 25 studies carried out to evaluate the incremental role of subclinical atherosclerosis in CV risk prediction (fatal or non-fatal CV events), CACS showed an improvement in C-statistic from 0.05 to 0.13 and in the NRI from 14 to 25% with respect to conventional risk models. Therefore, CACS might help to reclassify asymptomatic patients at intermediate risk for CAD as assessed by TRF models (Tables 5 and 6 ). Table 5) . These results confirmed those reported by the MESA study, ultimately showing that the benefit of imaging of subclinical coronary atherosclerosis was even greater than using a multiple biomarker models including HDL-cholesterol, 64 hs-C-reactive protein, 65, 66 or HbA1c 67 (Table 5) . Hence, measurement of CAC may be reasonable for CV risk assessment in asymptomatic adults at moderate risk.
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Coronary computed tomographic angiography 64-channel coronary computed tomographic angiography (CCTA) and its latest evolution (dual source) is an accurate method for identifying atherosclerosis. It can detect calcified plaques as well as the total coronary calcium burden (EBCT), but even more important it also can identify non-calcified plaques. The CONFIRM study, a multicentre registry of 23 854 patients without known CAD 68 studied by CCTA showed that after a mean 2.3-year follow-up, both obstructive and non-obstructive CAD detected with a 64-detector row CCTA conferred an increased risk of mortality compared with patients without evident CAD. The absence of CAD by CCTA was associated with a low rate of incident death. However, in patients without a history of CAD, a CACS of 0 cannot exclude the presence of an obstructive CAD. 69 The relationship between CCTA and CV outcomes has been clarified by two recent studies. The Early Identification of Subclinical Atherosclerosis by Non-invasive Imaging Research (EISNER) prospective trial showed that in a cohort of 2137 individuals, randomization to CAC scanning was associated with best risk factor's control (i.e. BP, LDL cholesterol, waist circumference, weight loss). 70 Imaging could also be useful to improve therapies and adherence of patients at risk. undergo cardiac catheterization and receive aspirin and a lipid lowering agent. 71 The ACC/AHA guidelines and a position paper of the ESC, published before the above-mentioned trials did not recommend CCTA to stratify risk in asymptomatic persons (class of recommendation: III; level of evidence: C). 11, 57, 72 However, the recently published ESC prevention guidelines provide a Class IIa with Level of Evidence B for asymptomatic patients at moderate risk 8 ( Table 2) .
Other techniques
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of carotid arteries seems to be more accurate than ultrasound in identifying high-risk carotid stenoses by plaque composition. In a prospective study of asymptomatic patients who had a 50-70% carotid stenosis, the presence of a thin ruptured fibrous cap, intraplaque haemorrhage, or a large lipid necrotic core as recognized by MRI, were associated with an increased risk of ipsilateral haemorrhage. 73 Prognostic value and incremental value test over TRF (reclassification) have been reported (Table 6) . Thus, although both the ESC 8 and ACC/AHA 11 prevention guidelines do not recommend the use of MRI to detect vascular plaques in asymptomatic adults, recent ESC guidelines on peripheral vascular disease 74 do recommend it ( Table 2) . As well as CTA, MRI includes the simultaneous imaging of the aortic arch, the intracranial circulation, as well as the brain parenchyma other than the study of carotid arteries. Moreover, MRI is radiation-free and requires less nephrotoxic contrast agent. A 12-lead resting ECG may be considered for CV risk assessment in asymptomatic hypertensive or diabetic subjects and to a less extent in those without arterial hypertension or diabetes 11 ( Table 2) . ECG-detected LVH is associated to an increased CV risk for fatal and non-fatal CV events 75, 76 and its regression with reduced CV risk. 77 Atherosclerosis of retinal arteries correlates with the extent of coronary plaques and RF. Newer non-invasive methods for assessing the media -lumen ratio of small retinal arteries have being developed and they are promising for large-scale evaluation. 78 However, their value in reclassifying subjects at intermediate risk needs further investigation; hence, its place in vascular disease risk assessment remains uncertain. 8 In summary, the recommendations of the scientific societies on the utilization of the current available markers and imaging modalities to stratify CVD risk above risk charts are quite heterogeneous ( Table 2 ). In summary: (i) most imaging techniques can really improve risk stratification over risk chart estimates especially when applied to subjects at intermediate risk; (ii) newly developed imaging modalities reducing intraobserver and intraobserved variability and providing high spatial resolution, can impact on risk stratification identifying early atherosclerosis; (iii) since new diagnostic modalities are often expensive, given the continuous rise of healthcare cost, the need for accurate cost-effectiveness analyses and decision-making trees is high.
Conclusions
Although current CVD prediction systems based on the TRF have shown certain limitations, scientific societies still recommend their use to assess absolute risk in asymptomatic adults. Adding novel biomarkers to conventional risk prediction in the general population has shown only minimal improvement. As pointed out by guidelines, the use of simple, low-cost markers of SOD (such as MAU and GFR) should be encouraged to refine CV risk prediction over TRF, at least in subjects with hypertension and diabetes. The increasing use of imaging allows overcoming the risk charts limits by directly identifying the individual atherosclerotic burden. Among imaging techniques, both CACS and carotid ultrasound (the latter mainly for the detection of plaque) are the most useful in asymptomatic subjects at intermediate risk.
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